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Reply to Matisoff on the Handbook of Proto-Tibeto-Burman: System and philosophy of Sino-

Tibetan reconstruction 

 

Laurent Sagart (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris) 

 

In my review of the Handbook of Proto-Tibeto-Burman [Diachronica 23.1:206–223], I called 

its treatment of TB rhymes ―a most welcome advance‖ and ―a noteworthy achievement‖. In 

his response [Diachronica 24.2:435–444] to that review, James Matisoff (henceforth M) takes 

exception to the following, more critical points: the lack of explicitness in the reconstruction 

of TB consonantal onsets, his approach to subgrouping, and his use of Karlgren’s outdated 

Chinese reconstruction. He also points to my past lack in judgment concerning the nature of 

the Chinese/TB relationship.   

Hypotheses are made to be tested, and to be abandoned in favor of better ones when they fail. 

Around 1990, I shared Meillet’s distrust of the value of the lexicon in establishing genetic 

relationships. ST as argued for in Benedict’s Conspectus relied more on the basic character of 

proposed cognates than on explicitly formulated sound correspondences or morphological 

agreements. When I made the unexpected discovery of sound correspondences between 

Chinese and Austronesian words (including one between AN *-q and OC *-ʔ,  the source of 

the marked member among the two basic Chinese tones), I proposed that Chinese was more 

closely related to AN than to TB and that the bulk of the proposed TB/OC vocabulary 

consisted of Chinese loanwords into Proto-TB  (not implausible a priori: Chinese has loaned 

huge sets of words to other languages in contact with it, like Hmong-Mien and Tai-Kadai). 

My hypothesis made two testable predictions: first, that secure Chinese loans could be found 

in all TB languages, regardless of geographical location; and second, that Chinese 

morphology (then still poorly understood) would be closer to AN morphology than to TB 

morphology. In the nineties I embarked on two research programs to test them. Regarding the 

first, I found Chinese loanwords in the TB languages in contact with Chinese like Burmese, 

Bai, Hani, but not elsewhere. Regarding the second, I worked out an internal reconstruction of 

OC morphology (Sagart 1999) which turned out to be very close to TB morphology. At the 

same time, after limiting AN material to Formosan languages, phonological, morphological 

and lexical evidence started appearing which linked both TB and OC equally tightly to AN. 

These results falsified my old hypothesis. I accordingly abandoned it, and accepted ST as a 

taxon. I also accepted that Benedict was right on the value of the basic vocabulary, and 

proposed that all of ST is coordinate with AN within a macrophylum I call ―Sino-Tibetan-

Austronesian‖ (Sagart 2005). Is it a disgrace to argue in favor of a theory and abandon it if, 

after testing it, you find it wrong?  

I observed that M reconstructs initial consonants without stating the correspondences that 

support them. As a result it is very difficult to know what constitutes counterevidence to these 

reconstructions. Lack of explicitly stated correspondences and correspondence tables also 

hides the fact that some of the reconstructed consonants are without reflex in some of the 

principal languages (as with M’s *w in Tibetan). These gaps, which should alert other 

scholars to problematic areas in the system, are not pointed out. If for whatever reason it is 

difficult or impossible to reconstruct initial consonants for TB, then either they should not be 

reconstructed, or it should at least be explained how they are reconstructed.  

I also pointed out the unconstrained use of pseudo-affixes in assembling TB cognates. As an 

example of this, consider M’s response to my suggestion that Tibetan g- is the missing reflex 

to his *w-, illustrated with four examples of words having Tibetan g- and Burmese w-. Of 

these, M accepted one (―tuber‖) and another tentatively (―to go‖), but countered that they are 

examples of his *grw-, where Burmese has ―treated g and r as prefixes‖ (understand: has lost 

g- and -r- as a result of untold, random processes), so that only w- remains. 



Or consider our exchange on his *kla ~ gla ―to fall‖, a root allegedly occurring with and 

without his ―semantically elusive‖ suffix -k. I argued the forms cited really needed two 

distinct roots, both represented in Chinese, one ending in -k (not a suffix), the other without. 

In his reply M cited yet other TB forms consisting of his *kla ~ gla plus ―suffixed‖ -t and -y, 

without offering evidence of their suffixal nature. The possibility at least needs to be 

considered that these forms are not cognate.  

M argues the time is not ripe for a secure TB phylogeny — the time depth is too great, as in 

IE. And yet at an even deeper time depth, he is certain that ST has precisely two branches, 

Chinese vs. TB. When pressed to explain why, he cautiously asserts that ―the fact that 

[Chinese] is not verb-final should count for something‖ (fn. 5). But if Chinese innovated VO 

order, that change could have occurred regardless of the position of Chinese in ST. Or is M 

actually saying that OV order is an innovation of TB? 
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Finally, regarding M’s choice of Karlgren’s OC reconstruction, one should keep in mind that 

Karlgren’s system lacks many distinctions uncovered by later scholarship: Karlgren’s 

reconstructions cannot be converted into more recent systems. 
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  This was convincingly argued by Djamouri, Paul & Whitman (2007). However the 

subgrouping value of word order is weak:  TB languages could easily have shifted to OV 

independently, through areal contact with IE or Altaic.  


